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The works were not harmed during their displacement.
Though, the rust was scratched.

the project.

 neorînduiala envisioned generating ideas for reorganising the infrastructure of the University of Art and 
Design’s building ensemble at the perifery of Cluj. By cleaning and emptying it’s spaces outside of the building, it 
is focusing on creating places that facilitate social cohesion. The school is (should be) a meeting place for intense 
and informal interaction, along with it’s purpose of running professional, didactic and controlled programmes. 
Every single event, action, act, gesture, be it provocative, ironic, didactic or conceptual that was ruled out under 
the aegis of this diploma project, aimed to shake the student and personnel community, encouraging to open up 
the dialogue between students and professors about the academic space. These intentions are joined by the idea 
of empowering the students to build and maintain their own space of activities, through raising consciousness 
of the responsibilities that come in one package along the statute of the student.
 The project started out on a very simple logical thread; the topic of the third semester of master studies 
at the sculpture department was to develop a plan for an intervention in public space, and since the academic 
institution has the status of a public institution, the obvious conclusion was that it also posesses public spaces 
open to anyone.

The agenda of the project contains::
 / information, consultation, dialogue, planing, provocation, practice
 / provocation, dialogue, consultation, practice, planing, information
 / consultation, information, provocation, dialogue, practice, planing

Following a documentation session, a set of 
proposals for the rearrangement of the garden 
was prepared: recylcing deposited materials 
for building a covered platform >> depositing 
all works found in the garden inside the now 
empty space.

explanations.

 The wordplay used for naming the project contains two notions between which the program was 
manoeuvered and from where the wide/comprehensive concept has resulted. 

disorder <> new order

○ neorânduială as :: „ s. f. agitation, revolt, insurrection; (act the constitutes a) breaking of law, disorder, abuse ”.
 
○ neorânduială, paired with the connotation of renewing added as prefix to the following definition of the word 
order :: „ s. f. 1. The action of making order; a way of arranging things in order; p. ext. order. 2. A way in which 
actions of an established or imposed system of order happen. Measure, guideline, disposition, arrangement. 3. 
Ceremonial, established forms; tradition, habit, rule.”

infokiosk.

 On 25. January 2016, a tent [ resembling those of recent protests ] was mounted in the courtyard and 
an infokiosk was opened under it’s protection. During that week, a 3D render of the ensemble was displayed on 
which students could mark those pressure points of the infrastructure, where the necessity of rearrangements 
was most acute. Along with hot tea, techno and some drawing benches, the sketching of the most reasonable or 
wild suggestions and desires concerning the order or disorder of the garden was encouraged.

order.

 The first obviously provocative action consisted of introducing 20 euro-pallets to the academic space. 
Occupying during a monday the parking place of the didactic personnel with works of ex-students from the 
ceramic and sculpture deparment, the act had several intentions: highlighting the qualities of the works spread 
around the garden; signaling the will to reclaim functional spaces; transforming certain green areas into 
recreational, which at the moment were filled with dubious contents; giving meaning to those works; disrupting  
quotidian rhythm. As an unplanned consequence, with the help of professors and students, the working place at 
the front of the sculpture department was evacuated, cleaned and prepared for work in plein-air.

Disorder and Order.
 Conceptually, the action was an attempt to restructure the social spaces with the aim of experimenting 
if minor, playful and functional changes in the infrastructure have the capacity to ‘manage’ human relations and 
to ‘recreate’ a community. It was a constructed case resulting a case study. In what lies the status of the works? 
What is the meaning of their physical position inside the public and autonomous space of the university? Who 
do the works belong to? To who does the academic space belong to?
 These questions were raised due to the instinctively hostile (though later acknowledged functionality) 
reactions of the professors on one side; on the other side, due to the very friendly reception of the ensemble of 
benches by the students. Later on, many discussions have happened there, leading further in developing the 
project.

disorder.

 The second restructuring action, apparently illogical, about three or four weeks after the benches were 
introduced, consisted of gathering the euro-pallets and occupying the parking lot again (this time in a more 
moderate manner). The gesture was based on the observation that the space transformed in place was accepted 
by the organism (though, a succes), it became comfortable and as such, the action’s intention to generate new 
ideas about the space in discussion has somewhat failed. Shortly after, the sculptures that got to be replaced 
to their old positions were gathered and piled (and hidden) in one corner of the garden, where they were 
not interfering anymore with the transit spaces, respectively, an ironic and temporary installation of several 
sculptures was created at the spot where benches used to be.
 With this action, the intention was to hand over the euro-pallets to the students; a gesture to give them 
the authoirty to individual occupations of the academic space.
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MASA
CRITICĂ

ADUNĂTURĂ

PARC?

Pe-un banc de bănci,
Pe-o tablă mănânci
Și tabla-bașa îmbrânci
Tăte prin împrejur;
Deși jur că înjuri
luînd lucrurile pe rînd,
dînd părerea ca oameni de rînd,
părînd în rînd cu Dînsul,
rînduind orînda neorînduielii.

MASA CRITICĂ de clici!
Parc-ai fi pe arcuri
vorbind de parcare 
de parc’ parc are.
Frate!
Ridică-ți arcul sprâncenii
Ca și arcușul provocării.
Chestionează chestii,
fracționează isterii,
dedică TE medierii.

Văzuseși adunătura?
Adună tura!
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[ [
] ]Call for Projects

Details, pictures and the brochure can be found at neorinduiala.wordpress.com►

► print the A4 brochure on any printer 
► go outside, walk around, sit down on a bench or any other object
► if you can’t find a bench, think where would you like to sit and draw
► look through the court and deposit for materials which could be recycled
► take into consideration the architecture and infrastructure of the ensemble
► take into consideration the main problems and objectives #

► inform yourself about the concept of the neorînduiala project
► inform yourself about other interventions in public space
► collaborate with colleagues and friends from other departments too
► plan offering space for many people
► use coloured pencils too for sketching
► draw over and near the pictures
► convince your Professor to accept your proposal as academic activity
► involve the representatives of the student association

# benches
# hammocks
# coffee-house
# covered smoking place
# platform for presentations
# spaces for games [ping-pong] [chess]
# bachetball field
# bicycle stand
# bicycle between sections
# garbage bins
# plein-air working space
# vegetable and flower garden

SURE.
Parts can be cut out, being replaced by glass; external covers can be 
attached and the roof can be used; it can be elevated, creating place 
under it; other containers can be attached; it can be transported; it can 
be transformed into a cinema, gallery, coffee-house/bar, stuff-market, 
discotheque, theatre, smoking room, library, debating and lecture room, 
shopping work (workshop), ping-pong hall and who know what else 
could be hosted besides site-specific projects, theatre groups, student 
fundraising, speaking intellectuals, creative studios, portfolio reviews, 
presentations about the activities of NGOs, student representatives 
or even students themselves. All of these without construction permit 
according to the Romanian legal system.
Many mad things have been stuffed into a container, such as events of 
contemporary art, museums, even housing units and homes have been 
built.
Launching a fast search on olx.ro, one can observe that a massive 
container is relatively cheap if we take into consideration that this can 
be put in function instantly. More exactly 2500 € for a used one, and 
from here upwards until 5000 € for a shiny new one. Money for which a 
fundraising can be launched, project can be written for the local council, 
parties can be organised for donations, sponsorships with distributors can 
be established and etcetera.

[
[[

[

[ [

[ [Wouldn’t the coffee-house, smoking 
place, presenation platform and table 
games fit inside a container?

.

▲
primul material informativ

▲
covered place out of refurbished windows 

(the main building’s windows were changed recently)

▲
interior of a recreational space

▲
common kitchen full of adventures

▲
proposal for refurbishing car chairs

▲
tribal fireplace, bench and wishes to be surrounded by domestic animals

▲
hamace

▲
căsuțe pentru păsări și copaci pentru aceste căsuțe

▲
spaces for play

▲
bicycles among the unversity’s buildings (9). proposal that 

would facilitate socio-cultural processes

▲      ▲
proposal for a covered space. platforms for the public sphere

infokiosk.

 These sketches are the result of one week of infokiosk.

pressure points.

pamphlet.

 Documenting the garden, designing and distributing this informative material was the first step 
in mapping the situation. Being distributed along with a short presentation of the project and it’s initial 
proposal, the pamphlet and the 83 signatures of the four departments placed in-situ (fashion design, 
ceramics-glass-metalworks, textile design and sculpture) are the evidence of the students’ voices claiming 
basic neccesities of the academic space.

call for projects.

 This call was launched several days after the Infokiosk, an event where spaces in need of cleaning, 
rearrangements and reclaiming were outlined. Due to this event the idea to propagate the implementation of 
a container into the university’s garden has been formed (this is where the logo is coming from: four brackets 
as an illustration of the container of ideas).
 Being present both online and in physical form, a brochure with texts and personal suggestions 
along with the students’ proposals and the pressure points identified by them were presented and distributed 
at the departments. Deadline was not set, also, no further sketches or concrete plans were received (besides 
one that was prepared for a different situation). And so the call stays open, so is the the neorînduială project.
 The brochure and all the 3D renders of the ‘pressure points’ were made available (and still are) on 
the project’s online platform.
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18:00 ● 6.6. ►31.7.2016
● Library of  the University of  Art and Design Cluj-Napoca
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neorinduiala.wordpress

Expoziția ¨Relații Cu Publicul¨ prezintă o seamă de cărți, zine-uri, cataloage, CD-uri și o listă de linkuri pe tema 
intervențiilor în spațiul public romînesc și moldovenesc, fie artistice sau arhitecturale, poetice sau politice, teatrale 
sau oneste, colective sau individuale, orchestrate sau imptovizate, profesioniste sau amabile, autorizate sau nu, 
radicale sau obraznice, didactice sau educative, haioase sau serioase, dezolante sau înălțătoare, masive sau intime, 
evidente sau subtile, scandaloase sau confortabile, critice sau afirmative, participative sau exclusive, interactive sau 
doar spectaculoase, permanente sau temporare, site- sau timp-specifice, conceptuale sau…nu chiar în interesul public.

A Közkapcsolatok címu kiállítás a romániai valamint moldvai köztéri beavatkozások nyomán készült könyveket, zine-okat, 
katalógusokat, CD-ket és egy link-listát bocsát közszemlére, legyenek azok muvésziek vagy építészetiek, poétikaiak vagy 
politikaiak, színpadiasak vagy oszinték, kollektívak vagy egyéniek, szervezettek vagy spontánok, professzionálisak vagy aranyosak, 
engedélyezettek vagy sem, szélsoségesek vagy pimaszok, oktatóak vagy kioktatóak, jópofák vagy komolyak, lehangolóak vagy 
felemeloek, masszívak vagy intimek, feltunoek vagy szerények, botrányosak vagy kényelmesek, kritikusak vagy bizonygatóak, 
participatívak vagy kiközösítoek, interaktívak vagy csak bámulatosak, szellemesek vagy közhelyesek, maradandóak vagy 
ideiglenesek, helyspecifikusak vagy idozítettek, konceptuálisak vagy…nem épp közérdekuek.

The exhibition of ”Public Relations” presents a bunch of books, zines, catalogues, CD-s and a list of weblinks on the topic of 
interventions in the romanian and moldovan public space, be it artistic or  architectural, poetical or political, theatrical or onest, 
collective or individual, orchestrated or spontaneous, professional or adorable, approved or not, radical or cocky, didactical 
or educative, nice or serious, depressing or enlightening, massive or intimate, striking or humble, scandalous or comfortable, 
critical or affirmative, participative or exclusive, interactive or just spectaculous, witty or clichéd, permanent or temporary, time- 
or site-specific, conceptual or…not really in the public’s interest.
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about an intermodal container.

 Yet a proposal, the idea of placing a 12.036 m x 2.438 m container inside the academic space is the 
result of half a year of consultations and discussions with the students. Occupying the respective surface, 
the functional space doubles. Parts can be cut out, being replaced by glass; external covers can be attached 
and the roof can be used; it can be elevated, creating place under it; other containers can be attached; it can 
be transported; it can be transformed into a cinema, gallery, coffee-house/bar, stuff-market, discotheque, 
theatre, smoking room, library, debating and lecture room, shopping work (workshop), ping-pong hall and 
who know what else could be hosted besides site-specific projects, theatre groups, student fundraising, 
speaking intellectuals, creative studios, portfolio reviews, presentations about the activities of NGOs, 
student representatives or even students themselves. All of these without construction permit according to 
the Romanian legal system.
 The abundance of artistic programmes taking place in this context clearly show the functionalities 
coded into the dimensions of the container.
 In 2010, the artist Belu Simion-Făinaru conceptualised, curated and organised the biennial of 
contemporary art in Haifa, Israel. Named Mediterranean Biennial, the artist proposed creating a network 
of international exhibitions in big cities situated on the shore of the Mediterranean Sea.
 In South-Korea, the japanese architect Shigeru Ban built the Nomadic Museum, it’s walls consisting 
only of containers, it was designed as a transportable and ecological structure.
 In Kaohsiung, Taiwan, the Kaohsiung International Container Arts Festival is already having it’s 
eighth edition.
 In 2012, students of the University of Art and Design from Geneva, ran a performance project named 
The Commune, as part of their academic activities, it’s programme being executed a series of performances 
and manifestation travelling around Switzerland.
 In Friedrichschafen, Germany, the Zeppelin University created a temporary platform as an 
alternative method for knowledge production, named ContainerUni, it was inaugurated at the beginning of 
2013.
 A moving exhibition named Contain[era] was initiated in 2015, traveling in eight containers among 
Prague, Bratislava, Roma, Zürich, Berlin and Vienna.
 Following an international call for projects in 2015, starting with 2016 seven artists will participate 
in the residency called Container Artist Residency 01, these taking place on the vast routes of commercial 
cargo ships, exhibitions will be presented in more than 20 cities.

 The list of wishes, suggestions and proposals coming from the students clearly shows the necessity 
of a space independent of the academic orientation or of other cultural institutes from Cluj. This would not 
mean the platform’s isolation from the hosting institution, on the contrary, it’s concept relies on unconditional 
collaboration with this institution, being also open towards other domains. The presented proposals form 
the totality of the diploma work and in a way these also mark it’s first chapter. The programme is extremely 
vast and complicated, and might be idealistic, but not impossible. Initiating and establishing/stabilizing 
it’s programme depend on socio-cultural, political and economic factors, which on the one hand 
were criticised in the dissertation, on the other hand, these were outlined by the intention to 
highlight certain questions without which such a project could take an undesired turn.

▲      ▲
spațiul propus pentru o bibliotecă

Thanks to
 ○ everyone who expressed their critiques, proposals and participation towards the project;
 ○ Máthé Péter-Kristóf for preparing the 3D model of the buildings;
 ○ the institutions and artist for their donations;
 ○ Raul Tripon for reviewing the texts;
 ○ the University for providing such a rich context.

Concept, planing, design, documentation, texts, public 
relations, translations, organisation ● kopacz kund kundhund@gmail.com

kopaczkund.info
2015 ► 2016

information in formation.

 Yet a blog, this platform functions as the melting pot of all the events, texts, documentations, the 
archive that were made or gathered during the project. Built shortly after the Infokiosk, a temporary which 
managed to map most of the proposals, this did, still does and will do serve as the continuation of the project. 
Since the nature of such a cultural project is one that extends over an undefined period of time, it’s programme 
evolves organically and as such it’s results can not be determined exactly, the platform takes over the role of 
a personal notebook. Constructed on the wordpress platform, the blog is in continuous structural transition, 
new elements such as a list of initiatives and initiators which could manifest themselves in the school’s 
garden, as well as forums or a calendar for deciding on the order of events can be added.
 Along with transforming the blog into an adequate website, the initiative transforms into an institution.

the collection of publications.

 Yet a collection of books, this is a segment of the project, that was done outside of the school 
curricula but integrated into this. Realised following a research during a residency programme at MQ 
Vienna and collected thanks to generous donations from Timișoara, București, Iași, Chișinău and Cluj, the 
collection will stay at the school, available for the public. Consisting of more than 70 publications (books, 
zines, newspapers and CDs) this forms a material sufficiently comprehensive in order to initiate with it an 
alternative to the central library of the university. Parallel to these publications, a collection of links on the 
topic below were structured, prepared and presented to the students (see neorinduiala.wordpress :: Link).
 Yet a library without a form, this could be operated by the students and would function as an 
initiative open for other projects, such as interinstitutional collaboration run by the students, or individual 
projects stitched to a certain topic.


